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Under custollUl"y' hiw, elders and family heads are the
dominailt ·11111~ tltrough wholll memberso! the
community .oIJ.:tlCCess· to resources via ownership,
sh"recroppill6, ,.."q ·lIIIdP,edging. Nigeria, lie "ny other
Afrie"n nlltion, inherited tenure laws frolll colonial
goHmment "IUlL• ."".,.dence stIIte ownerslUp ~me the
'nonn, ""41",,d iMI*"either'sold or leasedpriv"tely. Thus,
custom"ry ,,,,,4 te1UU'l!'pNCticeswhich bestowed land rights on
pe"s"nf f"rlllers were weakened, and politics became the hsis
of 1""ddistrlbllliMlllld IIcquisition.This legal prtlvisio" over
la"d is " viollltiti1lDj'Individual and group rigltts, _ rights to
I"nd represents II whole bundle of other rights, such· lIS the
right to employm_, rlghtto income ""d fruits from the I"nd,
rigltt to trfl!lsfertlte IIInd to other ad""ge f.rotlterllSSets
(lo"n), right··to' c"""'UllIlI citiunship "nd right to·political
power. Thist/u:fJlllells over 9(J percent pellSlllft /IInners to
whom I""d lsnot'o1fly " means ofUve/ih0ll4, but fils. a 50rt of
identity a,",· ,lIneestNl reltllionshlp. This st.,;' ..tllnYifore,
intend to esttlb"i' ","lIIIter there ;s "ny sipifkllnt· link
betWeen land '~'''''''re security ",.4 cycIiClll"l'fWerty
1I"..",peaat'/lu.",M'S ". Nipri".• .

INTRODUCTION.

The conventionalllCJtiOjt oi"poverty,hingesthe cause of poverty on
unemployment, lack Of,education,.lack of income and assets, lack of basic
necessities (CBNlWvddlBan'k;.ifi9, WorldBank2 001). Very few studies,
especially"in. dcve.,iDgt.non: like, Nigeria" have tried'to demonstrate the
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The study is partitioned into three parts: part one constitutes the
introduction and the historical overview of tenure systems in Nigeria; while
part two discusses the problems, the concepts and the theoretical framework
of the study, and the final part looks on the impact of LUA on the peasant
farmers and concludes ~ study,

NIGERIA LAND POL,ICIES: mSTORICAL OVERVIEW
..

Land tenure in Nigeria is basically customary; each ethnic grouping has a
unique system. Two major principal of land tenure system exists in the
country. In the Northern Nigeria the tenure system is governed by the Land
Tenure Law 1962. while in the SouthernNigeria, land administration is under
Customary Law,

\

Customary Tenureship: This ;is a traditional method, under which land is
considered community property. It' confers on the owner the right to use the
land so held by him for agriculture, building or any other purpose, as long as
he occupies the land and remains of good behaviour to the community or
group from whom his holding derives. There is right of inheritance to
children of a landholder, classes of ownership are communal land, clan land,
village land, family land or deity land. The community or family heads
administer. the land in consultation with respective elders of the group.
Individual has right of sale, but not to a 'stranger' or a person not from the
holding-group or family, and he must consult the family heads before the
sale. With passage of time this has changed, customary modes of land
transfer through gifts. exchanges, loans, renting, pledges or possessory
mortgages evolved and intensified. Land sales, which were sane oned only
among members of the group, later to outsiders with approval of the group or
i1shead, and latertD some cases without such consent, have evolved. This is
in response to the objective conditions of societies.

Land Tenure Law 1962: Before the enactment 'land tenure law 1962', lands
were held under customary tenure, in various areas ofthe Northern states.
The Fulani conquest of much of northern Nigeria in the early 1800s brought a
change in land tenure in areas under Fulani control. It made the traditional
customary tenure subject to Islamic land rules. Islamic religion then was for
the ruling and trading class, while the majority of the peasantry remained
pagan (Land Use Panel 1977:9), The effect of the conquest was usurpation of
right of ownership fuse from the peasant by the Islamic feudal lords.
Peasants were made to pay Kharaj as rent before they are permitted to make
use of the land. .

In the early 1900s, the British established hegemony over the Fulani
rule and declared all land in the formerFulani fiefs to be public property.
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by the occupier without due approval, requirement of the land by
Federal, State or Local Government for public purposes. In such
cases, compensation may be paid but only for 'unexhausted
improvements' on land and not for the land itself since with the Act,
land no longer has an economic value

.:. a breach of any of the provisions of the Act or a refusal or neglect to
accept and pay for a certificate issued as evidence of a right of
occupncy could lead to one's land being expropriated. (Land Use
Act 1978: section 28, sub sections 1,2 (a) and (b), 3 (d) and 5 (a, b
and c).
It is important to note that the land use panel submitted two reports,

main and minority - to the federal Government in early 1978. In the mail
report of the panel, it. advised in unequivocal terms against either the
nationalization of land or the. extension of the land tenure system of the
northern states to: the whole country. But the minority report while

, characterizing the authors of the .main report as 'protectors of vested interest
infiltrating against the rational socio - economic use of land.' Advocated its
nationalization, slating that 'the idea of Government being the custodian of
land (as) in the northern states is germane and should remain acceptable base
for land use (France 1984:7). The Federal Military Government concurred
with the authors of the minority Report and accordingly promulgated.a decree
on land use, and called it, The land Use Decree No.6 of 1978. It is Important
to note that the provisions of the Land Use Act -of 1978 have been enshrined
in the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. This implies that the
provisions o f t he Act cannot be a mended 0r expunged, a ltered 0 r repealed
except as provided by the stringent conditions stated in the constitution for
the alteration of its provisions. . .

. CONCEPTS AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The Problem: In Africa land is of important value, both in occupational and
spiritual dimensions (Famoriyo, 1973). The attachment to land determines a
people's sense of' identity, and serves as the primary basis for the
construction of 'ibeir history, Land and space is much about ownership,
control and distribution of resources therein. The Latin maxim, .qutd quid
plantato solo so credit, that is, he who owns land owns what is on, under and
above it, speak much about the value placed on land in Nigeria .(Omenma,
2000:5).

The Land Use Act of 1978, nationalized all lands in Nigeria, and
'eroded. the sovereign right of the people and the community. The general
prii1ciple of the Act state that: "subject to the provisions of this decree all
land comprised .in the territory of each 'state in the federation are hereby
vested in the (Military) Governors of the State and such land shall be held 'in
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commerce and trade, .but; t:b.c:y cannot support large-scale industrial capital
-, (Bates, 1996), unless a fonnal~titution is in place. To prosper, economies
•.. dominated by tra4iti,(mal iastitutions must rapidly 'reform' to aaopt or adapt

to the modern, legal~fonnal institutions.
,. In the traditional soc~ty.: the key institutions of the household, the

village and the kin group help to.lower the costs of moralhazard and adverse
selection (Collier and Gunning, -1996). Membership of the group provided

to. insurance againstrisks.access to informal credit, and security. The kin group,
traditional system and extended family system provided a full package of
social support system to management of productive resources. Lineage rules
of inheritance helped to enforce inter-generational transfers. The indigenous
land rights had features of heritability, security and transferability.
Individual's rights are conditioned by group rights or secondary rights, and
no restriction to use of land for agricultural purposes (Plateau, 1996, and
Demsetz, 1967). This evoluiionlu'y model fairly characterizes the actual
experience of African societies in the last century (Kirk, 2000; Migot-
Adholla, et a/1991).

The evolutionary property right school argues that the indigenous
land system failed to cope with iQcreased population pressure, technological

'If - changes and agricultural comp:aerc~tion, "col1lIIlunaI ownership becomes

'

unstable and produces harmful etrects in the form of mismanagement and / or
over-exploitation of the valuabie:;.resource. In such a circumstance, the 'old'
indigenous institution should give way to a clear assignment of property
rights, which according to Coase (1960) leads to Pareto-optimal outcomes."
The notion is that the indigenous. tenure does not conferscarce.property
rights, and thus is inappropriate to spur large-scale irreversible investments in
agriCUlture.' c.

Following this domin3nt .intellectual climate, the African .policy
makers were convinced thattemue reforms were long overdue. As.Bruce,
Freudenberger and Ngaido (1995) observe, "in the P9S1-independence
decades, almost every AfriCan .countty attempted to reform its inGigenous
land tenure system ... thenew ..e~ wllo came to power .•. believed-that these
community-based t~nures~~,\Y~ outmoded and had to be replaced",

" Replacement of the existing(~ed) indigenous tenure sys~m was the
key objective, and indjvidual ti~g 9r registration Was the 'new institution' -
considered most effectiveIJ:Je~.,~rensuring.-secured property rigbtson land

:" and hence increased inves~ni .in agriculture.
I This position guided.Ql:"mtQnned the enactment of the LandUse Act
~ of 1978 to address fourilllp()rt.aIl*~ues arising from the formerland tenure

systems in Nigeria: the prol?letllOt;Jack .of uniformity in thelawsgoveming
land-use. and ownership; tl).~,issue 'ofcontrolled speculation in ur-ban land; the
question of access to)andtighti'brNigerians on equal legalbasis, and the
issue of fragmentation ofrw:~l.laQds arising from either the application of
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rights violations and most importantly, no'distinction was·made between
civil, political and economic, social and cultural rights,

Thomas Scanloa asserts that human rights are minimal standards
that may be expected of any government, regardless of ideology (Johansen,
1983). Regardless of dispute over the content or origin of any right, if it is
considered a human right, it is universal. This principle of universality is
shaped by four factors:
• Human rights extend to every person on earth,
• All persons, regardless of status or position, are entitled to share

rights equally,
• Claims to respect rights may be made against all institutions and

any other human who impede implementation,
• Human rights are standard for judging the legitimacy oflaws

and traditions,
These four factors or dimensions are in tandem with the new' vision for
human rights by UN, one that recognized the indivisibility, and
interdependence of all human rights.

In literature, wide consensus are reached on the existence of human
-rights - natural, divine or man-made- the central issue before scholars and
officials is how to make respect for human rights as wide-spread and
compelling as belief in them. Thompson (1980) and Meyer (1981) asserts
that disrespect for human rights is due to "tension between human rights and
national sovereignty", and a consensus to honour human rights was an
agreement to undermine governrnentautonomy. That is, human rights limit
state power, and elites who are custodian of state power are preoccupied with
the maintenance of their power, ignoring the necessity, a.the obligation to
meet basic needs. They are tempted to become more authoritarian and
oppressive in the face of rising demands for human rights. Departing from
their appropriate roles as providers and protectors ofhuman rights, nation-
states themselves become the most important deprivers. •

It is in the light of the above assertion that the General Assembly of
UN resolutioa 47/134 of 18 December 1992 reaffirmed-that the extreme
poverty and exclusion from society constitute a violation of human dignity,
and government is responsible for the violation. This is against the grains of
international' and domestic conventions of human rights. Ec~nomic, social
and cultural rights (ESCR) impose three obligations on state: the obligations
to respect, protect, and fulfill; failure to perform any of these three
obligations constitute a violation of such rights. The obligation to respect
requires states tor efrain from interfering with the enjoyment 0 f economic,
social and cultural rights. The' obligation to fulfill requires states to take
appropriate legislative, administrative, judicial and other measures towards
the full realization ofsuch rights (Onyekpere, 2001).,

113
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A major legislation violating property rights in Nigeria is the land
use Act of 1978, inserted-into the 1979 constitution (S. 274 (5) (d) (S. 315
(5) (d) which abolished private ownership of land and instituted a system 0f
"rights of occupancy" and vested title to land in states of t he federation in
respective Governors of those states. Section 28 (1) of the Act empowered
the Governors of each state ~ :revoke aright of occupancy over any land
situated within this state, where considerations of "overriding public interest"
demand such revocation. Section 29 of the Act provides for compensation in
such cases, but the quantum of compensation is restricted to the value of
unexhausted improvements on the land (CRP, 1999).

The land use Act, has violated the rights of land users and owner in
five fundamental ways:
(a) The right of indigenous people to land, as provided in section

43 of 1999 constitution of Nigeria, that "every citizens of Nigeria
has the right to acquire and own immovable property anywhere in
Nigeria" as fundamental right. This right is also provided in Africa
charter on Human and peoples' rights (ACHPR), the right to
property (Art. 14).

(b) •The legal status of the Nigeria land user becomes that of
statutory occupancy, not -one of ownership, and the economic
interest and benefits of statutory rights of occupancy are severely
limited by law since property interests in land are lost and claims are
restricted-to improvements made on the land.

(c) Actualusers do not enjoy full legal recognition. Even in cases
in which prh>:~,property rights are recognized.jhe rights of certain
groups of Iand.asers - such as women and hold~rs ,of customary
rights are not r-ecognized.This has major implications for equity, the
sustainability of-resource use and productivity, 'especially when the
excluded groups are important land users - women, who are the
main cultivators in African agriculture (Boserup, 1985).

'(d) Equally impqrtant, land can no longer be used as collateral by
poor fal1llelS·,to obtain micro-credit and loans from formal and
informal fmanciaUnstitutions .
. .}Vhatis the ~,of this. deprivation? Is there any correlation

between human rightyiolation and poverty level?

Concept of Poverty: Over the years the issue of poverty has assumed a
global status both in dimension and efforts to reduce it. The WorId
Development Report (1990) estimated that more than one billion people in
the developing world were living in absolute poverty. This estimate was
arrived a t-using US $ 370 per year 0 r a dollar per day a s the poverty 1ine.
However, the incidence of poverty is found to be greater in the sub-Saharan
Africa than anywhere else in the world (World Bank 1996). This has become
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a major concern of academics, policy makers and the international
developmeats partners, ,including the United. Nations Development
Progranune(UNDP), ~-the World Bank since 1995.

Review of literatures on poverty show that a consensus concept of
poverty is elusive, ducto'its multi dimensional nature, as well as its dynamic
properties. Most ecObomists'defme poverty as a situation of IQWincome or
IQWconsumption, using both income and non income as measurement of
poverty (Obadan, 1997; Dollar and Kraay, 2000), some of them adopt a
broader definition such as being unable to. meet basic material needs
including food, water, clothing, shelter, education, health-as well as basic non
material needs including participation, identity, dignity etc (Streeten, 1979;
Blackwood and Lynch, 1994). The pioneers on "income" and "non income"
definition of poverty zero it on a condition where' they family incomes are
insufficient to. obtain the minimum necessities for the maintenance of
physical efficiency (Rowntree, 1922).

This definition forms the background Qf the needs approach to. the
study of poverty which gave rise to. emergence of the concept Qf absolute
poverty. The latter, absolute poverty is a situation where the income of a
person or a household is inadequate, to. secure the minimum basic human
needs required for physiological survival (SCQft,1991). These basic needs are
water, foed, clothing and shelter, which is also. Maslow's lowest level of
hierarchy of needs. These needs must be satisfied in order to. survive, as
failure to.secure these basic needs win result to.impaired physical efficiency
and eventual death.

The no.tionof absolute poverty remains relevant especially in areas
prone to.famine, war and other natural and man-made disasters.But it is quite
limiting because itcannof form the basis for interpersonal, inter-temporal,
international and. e\ldspatjal comparison. Also, the influences of SQciQ-
cultural and environmciltal factors are ignored even though humans are
known to. haveincredible.capacitytQ adapt and survive extreme conditions
(Ajakuiye, 1998).

Relative poverty was developed to.address some of the weakness of
absolute poverty, To.WIl$Cod(1973) defined relative poverty as a situation
where individuals or families are in command of resources which, over time,
fan seriously short of the resources commanded by t he average p ersons 0. r
families in-the community in which they live. To.add to.this idea, (Aboyade,
1937), argue that when people's income, even if a-bquat~ for survival, fan
radically behind that of the community average, the)I:,;.Canno.thave what the
larger community regatdastheminimum necessary for decency, and they
cannot wholly escape.the judgement of the larger community, that they were
indecent. They are degraded, for in the literal sense, they live outside the
grades-or categories 'whicllthe communities regard as acceptable.
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process of the production. distribution, exchange and consumption of the
material benefits (\Tolkov, 1985:275). Studying development as a dynamic
process of.holistic change, it entails locating the issues of production and
distribution of wealth in a broad historical context, embracing social,
economic and political variables. How those who are entrusted with political
power try to re-enforce ,themselves by hijacking the local economy. In this
study, however, we sbaDJJishlight specially the hegemony of politics among
the variables that shape the dynamics of change of policies in general, and the
Land Use Act.

The central thesis of this study is that what manifests as economic
crisis is primarily, a political crisis. Political repression is at the root of
contemporary Nigeria peasant's cyclical poverty and penury. This can be
attest to in many ways.

First, it is assumed that, in a developing economy like Nigeria, an
appreciation of the politics is crucial for understanding and promoting human
development, because intentions and actions of political class filter through
complex layers of self-interest, and policies that emerge ° therefrom cease to
be that of human development, but strategies of survival, power or
accumulation (Ake, 1999:64).

It is of utmost importance to explore how politics in Nigeria, legal
and institutional framework, develops 0r u nder-develops the economy, a nd
enriches some while impoverishing others people.

The second IS$UDJptionis that, in Nigeria, like in many developing
countries, the pervasiv~s of extreme poverty implies that socio-economic
inequalities, and Inunan ° tights abuse are very great. Consequently, the
peasants' access to land aad security threatens some interest more directly
and significantly than others. It is, therefore resisted by those who perceive
their interests as being ° threatened by new ways of using and distributing
resources. It is, thus, jmm>)1:ant to analyze the society in a manner that
highlights those. that.. ~eive change to land titling or reversion to
commcrcialland tenqre:syStem as harmful to their interests and so attempt to
resist or frustrate it, • well as those that see change as conducive to the
promotion of tbtir mte.-est..

The third assumption is that the process of pro-poor change, of
necessity, entails the rDobilizationand use of human and material resources.
Since people cannot ..~ they mobilize state apparatus and use resources
without changing thejr .rclations with one another, their distributing and
utilizing resources carried without changing patterns of social relations.

Grindle (1986) had sought to assess the impact of agrarian
expansion on the rural-poor, and show the important role of the government
(state) he .coneluded tbit the effortaIn the direction of modernizations
agriculture have: (i) brought a greater concentration of laDdholding, which
has simultaneously. fomented a proliferation of "rninifundia" and

•
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for the urbanite (Sol~~2004). This has been negated by the LUA, because
land 'owners' or Usc;rStack right of transfer, which is thehighest land rights;
they cannot ..salethCii'1im4 for re-investment. Also, they cannot use rural
lands- for collateral fOr.ri1icro credit facilities because they do not have
certificate of occup~y.'iWitb the exception ofnegligible amount of credit
sourced from relatives. 73.6 % of rural fanners and 49.4 % of urban farmers
lack access to bank credits (CBNIWorld Bank, 1999:101). The major factor
underlying inadequate access to banks' credit is inability of formal financial
institutions to accept rural land for collateral, because of absence of
Certificate 'of Occupancy (C of 0). Therefore, it has also created a poor land
market and weakens rental services, which can stimulate growth in
agriculture and other economic sectors.

. Third, LUA invested overwhelming powers on the Governor (one
man) to determine the economic fate of millions of peasants. First, the
designation of the urban and non-urban areas of ~I state is the exclusive
prerogative of the state governor, which gives him power to grant statutory
rights of occupancy in any part of the state. Secondly, any alienation or
transfer of a statutory right of occupancy requires the consent of the state
governor, urban or non-urban land. Thirdly, proof of the right of occupancy,
that is, certificate of occupancy can only be granted by the state governor.
Any person who holds a customary right of occupancy still needs to apply to
the stategovemor for It certificate of occupancy. Fourthly, the appointment
into Land Advisory bod~ - Land Use and Allocation Committee (LUAC)
and Land AllocatioD AdVisory 'Committee (LAAC) is the exclusive
prerogative 0 f the governor. This i s- not 0nly ani nfringement 0n peasants'
rights to land and: securitY, but also, an undemocratic land management
system.

F<?urth,right to compensation is outrightly abused, Customary
landholder bas been ptovided rights to compensation (1999 constitution
section 44 (1) (a)· (b))jf their property are acquired for public good. In
practice this is hardly compiled with. Instead the government by circulars
issued, has fixed rates for compensation and most of the peasant farmers are
unaware of their right to negotiate for compensation, most often the land~
"owner" or useraeresehemed out of the whole exercises by those in
authority. This is mostglarlng in mineral endowed communities, like Niger
Delta, where TrarisnationaJ· Oil Corporations have virtually taken over all
lands and water space .rot~il explorations.

Fifth, co-exi~otmul~le and munially incOl1Sisteiit bodies of
law and institutions. witll overlapping and ill-defined ~tes creates
confusion. When different l5rids' of bllld (ruralland, urban land, protected
land; agricultural 1at)d),!l1'e tnanaged by different agencies, the validity ofland
can be questioned, thus ~rmining confidence in the whole exercise. In
many states, large areas of land are subject to different and competing

•
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elites. This is because the 'vesting of land in state governors has created
powerful systems of aut"lH>tityIIOd political patronage. Those with access to
the state power acquire Iul,tbuily, by dispossessing peasant farmers' access
to their lands, and converting such lands to golf fields, and other non-
productive and non-agrj.~1 purposes. Communal land tenure system
have never been a consuajpt, to. agricultural growth, rather it provide peasant
farmers the basic land rights, promote food production, ensure sustainability
of environment, and CCQDOI11icallymore efficient, and most importantly,
decentralizes political power, because land is,and bas been, the basis for
communal democracy.
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